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Quiz: Guess a Wild Animal from a Photo

  

  1. This animal is one of the most colorful and colorful of the primates. The bony grooves along its nose are
colored blue or blue.

mandrill

baboon

dril

2. This bird of prey very rarely flies and prefers to hunt by moving on foot on the ground.

ostrich

casuar

secretary bird
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3. These lizards are often kept at home as pets. The sex of an individual can be determined by looking closely
at the underside of its hind legs.

varan

iguana

skink

4. This animal is perfectly adapted to life in arid regions. They are what the locals call "ships of the desert".

camel

llama

vicuna

5. This beetle looks kind of scary. But only the males have such a large horn, the females have a very small
horn and just look like a tubercle.

crunch

scarab

dynastinae

6. This small deer has horns decorating the head only on males. They inhabit the territory of Eurasia.

barassinga

roe deer

musk deer

7. This bird is a scavenger, finding prey by sight. It can hover high in the sky for long periods of time in search
of prey.

buzzard

vulture

osprey

8. This bird tries to ward off small predators from its nest with an oily, foul-smelling liquid.

woodpecker

caesar

hoopoe

9. This big cat is listed in the Red Book. It lives exclusively in the mountains of Asia.
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jaguar

jaguar

ounce

10. This predatory insect lives on land as an adult and its larvae live in water.

ruddleworm

dragonfly

weeper

11. This fish lives in mangrove forests. At low tide it can go on land, and at high tide it can even climb trees.

sturgeon

periophthalmus

pike

12. This marine mammal leads an isolated lifestyle. It makes a nest for its cubs in a burrow dug in a snowdrift.

walrus

sea lion

pusa

13. These fish live on coral reefs and use actinia to protect themselves from predators. The fish of this species
served as the prototype for the main character in the cartoon film Finding Nemo.

amphiprion

surgeonfish

parrotfish

14. These insects live in large colonies and form three castes: females, males, and workers.

ant

bee

termite

15. The image of this small animal or its fur can be found on coats of arms. It itself symbolizes purity, and its
fur symbolizes power and dominance.
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weasel

marten

ermine

16. This animal is covered in thorns and has no teeth. And it feeds on termites and ants.

echidna

hedgehog

porcupine.

17. This bird is famous for being so engrossed in its rut that it does not notice the hunter approaching it.

grouse

pheasant

wood grouse

18. This animal is a formidable enemy of poisonous snakes and is famous for its ability to hunt them.

mongoose

ferret

marten

19. This animal is the second largest among rodents. It lives along the banks of rivers in burrows or huts, the
entrance to which is under water.

otter

muskrat

beaver

20. This animal lives in America, where locals call it the Buffalo.

bison

musk ox

bison
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Quiz: Guess a Wild Animal from a Photo

Right answers

  1. This animal is one of the most colorful and colorful of the primates. The bony grooves along its nose
are colored blue or blue.
  mandrill
  2. This bird of prey very rarely flies and prefers to hunt by moving on foot on the ground.
  secretary bird
  3. These lizards are often kept at home as pets. The sex of an individual can be determined by looking
closely at the underside of its hind legs.
  iguana
  4. This animal is perfectly adapted to life in arid regions. They are what the locals call "ships of the
desert".
  camel
  5. This beetle looks kind of scary. But only the males have such a large horn, the females have a very
small horn and just look like a tubercle.
  dynastinae
  6. This small deer has horns decorating the head only on males. They inhabit the territory of Eurasia.
  roe deer
  7. This bird is a scavenger, finding prey by sight. It can hover high in the sky for long periods of time in
search of prey.
  vulture
  8. This bird tries to ward off small predators from its nest with an oily, foul-smelling liquid.
  hoopoe
  9. This big cat is listed in the Red Book. It lives exclusively in the mountains of Asia.
  ounce
  10. This predatory insect lives on land as an adult and its larvae live in water.
  dragonfly
  11. This fish lives in mangrove forests. At low tide it can go on land, and at high tide it can even climb
trees.
  periophthalmus
  12. This marine mammal leads an isolated lifestyle. It makes a nest for its cubs in a burrow dug in a
snowdrift.
  pusa
  13. These fish live on coral reefs and use actinia to protect themselves from predators. The fish of this
species served as the prototype for the main character in the cartoon film Finding Nemo.
  amphiprion
  14. These insects live in large colonies and form three castes: females, males, and workers.
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  ant
  15. The image of this small animal or its fur can be found on coats of arms. It itself symbolizes purity,
and its fur symbolizes power and dominance.
  ermine
  16. This animal is covered in thorns and has no teeth. And it feeds on termites and ants.
  echidna
  17. This bird is famous for being so engrossed in its rut that it does not notice the hunter approaching
it.
  wood grouse
  18. This animal is a formidable enemy of poisonous snakes and is famous for its ability to hunt them.
  mongoose
  19. This animal is the second largest among rodents. It lives along the banks of rivers in burrows or
huts, the entrance to which is under water.
  beaver
  20. This animal lives in America, where locals call it the Buffalo.
  bison
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